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Hey Aviral, I am super psyched to join this

amazing community. Thanks for adding me!

Tbh, the main reason I joined this community

was because I wanted to contribute to your

amazing AJVC articles. I would love to know

more about how you guys brainstorm as well

as divide labour/ownership?
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We actually spend close to 2 weeks brainstorming

on a piece. The topic of a particular piece comes up

just after we finish a piece. We have a team catchup

between two pieces where we align on the topic. 3-4

of us decide to choose a particular part of the

journey/analysis that we are doing. Usually everyone

is able to choose what they like

What is your take on Indian Economy post

Pandemic?

 I do not like to do forecasts, and it is really difficult

to tell how things will shape up post pandemic.

There are too many variables that are difficult to

predict. I am a believer in the Indian story and I think

over the next decade we will be in a good place. The

reason is our demographic dividend,and

high entrepreneurial energy

Hey Aviral. Thank you for doing the AMA. I love

your storytelling approach. I want to know

when and how did you identify the storyteller

in you?

I do not think there was one particular time when I

decide to do storytelling. I think it is an evolutionary

process. I think Quora really helped in bringing out

the storyteller in me. I have been reading since I was

3, and I have been writing for the last 7 years.

Storytelling takes time to evolve and the best way to

be one is that you tell stories!

I recently started writing a bit on LinkedIn.

How do you balance between diving in deep

as well as the short attention spans people

have these days? Also, would love to know

more about how & which topics to choose?

Amazing to see that you have started writing! I do

not think attention spans of people are low, I think

there are fewer things that are worth attention. If

you write engaging things, people will read it. The

average session time on our articles is >10 mins,

unheard usually, but it speaks volumes for attention.



I don't know if I am wrong but you usually

tend to write a pretty good summary/ preface

to the AJVC articles on LinkedIn. This

definitely is <30 secs read. Do you decide on

the writing points in the LinkedIn article

before you start an AJVC article with the

team?  (Focussed on questions) Or Do you pen

down the article after the AJVC article is

ready? (Focussed on the findings &

conclusions)
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Is it ok to start writing (on LinkedIn etc) one

has not achieved anything worthwhile

professionally?

Absolutely. Everyone who wants to tell a story

should tell a story. There is no definition of

"worthwhile" - write away

How do you see college education evolving? I

see, more and more people are learning by

themselves on Coursera Udemy etc. Do you

see overall candidates applying for courses

drop?

Hey Aviral, as a VC, how do you see the future

of banking? What is the interest among

investors regarding neobanks?

EU/UK have actually seen a surge in neobanks

because of an underserved, but banked community.

Most plays (like Revolut) have taken a specific use

case and built a layer over banks. This indicates a

lack of trust in the banking ecosystem. I actually

think in India, banks are actually quite forward 

I actually have the summary for the AJVC article in

my head by the time I have finished writing. It

usually takes me 15-20 mins to pull it together. This

is always after the article is written as the insights

come after writing the article.

What are some tips to be an engaging

storyteller?

Great question. My thumb rule is that you must

enjoy what you write - if you don't people won't. In

terms of actually telling a story, there are time and

tested practices that help. There has to be a premise,

a plot, and a takeaway. For me, the takeaway is

usually an insight, but it could be emotional or

spiritual as well.

"You must enjoy what you write”. Are you

talking about the research, collating insights,

etc. Or are you talking about the topic

selection from a curiosity stand point?

The actual thing you write

The early stage of any company is mostly a

collection of people, processes come in much

later. When evaluating/judging early stage

teams — seed stage — how long do you

typically engage with founders and eventually

make the decision to go ahead with a deal ?

Great question and depends on firm to firm. I think

that the hardest time to evaluate a company is

actually the seed stage. We tend to spend quality

time evaluating companies because there is lack of

information + we are usually writing the first

institutional cheque. Investing early is like a

marriage, it will be long and you should know what

you're getting into. We have closed deals in as little

as 3 months (till wire), and as long as a year (till

wire)

College education in India is actually a problem of

access and quality, not really so much of cost. I am a

product of a really high-quality education at very low

cost. I love that people are learning by themselves,

but I inherently believe teaching is an unscalable

profession. In India, people still do not have access to

education. In the US/UK or other markets, I think

these may actually drop because college is quite

costly
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In K-12 segment students were depending on

internet content only. But as there is a start of

virtual class / online class do you think there

will be any change. in secondary or after

school education. If yes what change we can

see and what new opportunity may come in

this segment? 

I think online education will move quickly to fill in

gaps that present education doesn't cater to in its

curriculum. Curriculum in schools nowadays are

from decades ago. An interesting area where I see

online education emerging is coding - it's absolutely

lacking in a lot of schools.

I was reading today ‘Antifragile’ and Marc

Andreseen over stresses the value of people,

thoughts?

looking technologically and very trusted. Companies

that call themselves "neobanks" and work are

actually software plays for businesses - I do not see

these neobanks replacing banks. I do see the need

of strong CX layers over the financial infra that has

been built.

As a VC, one is expected to be a know-it-all

person and have views about various

industries. I find it to be quite overwhelming.

How do you keep track of various sectors, and

at the same time continue to develop your

original views?

What are the key parameters you look at or

the most questions you ask to really

understand a start-ups business model?

The VC should actually be the dumbest and most

curious person in the room. I have the privilege of

learning from experts (founders) who are willing to

teach me something I have no clue about. VC is a

great profession for people who are information

seekers, curious, and love to read. Original views are

built by reading widely and not being influenced by

what is happening around you

Market (size of the problem) model (how is the

problem being solved) momentum (does solution to

the problem really work) management (who is

solving the problem) -these are key and all need to

fall into place

Yes, there are actually three core areas to look when

investing - market, model, management - every fund

index on one of these

As a VC you invest in ideas that rather seem

unconventional/counter-intuitive right now,

but have disruptive potential 4-5 years down

the line. How do you develop an eye towards

identifying such opportunities, while keeping

your conventional thought process aside ?

At an abstract level there are certain concepts that

are similar across the board. Insights in one market

can actually lead to a unique insight in another one.

I think the reason why conventional thought

processes get thrown out of the window in a VC

investment is because they bring an outsider's

thought process to a new market. For example,

nobody may have though investing in crypto

exchanges has any parallel - but it actually displayed

very similar behaviour to a casino. Casinos work

really well, and so did the exchanges.
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This  is a very interesting example - could you

elaborate further?

I have started my career a year back. Right

now, I am preparing for my MBA. I want to

know how to analyse a particular industry,

how the strategies are formed, the decisions

are made at organizational level?

What are your mental models on non-linear

decision making? Any books you recommend?

Usually analyse an industry from first principles -

what problem is being solved, how is it being solved,

what do the solutions look like and the players

solving these problems. That usually covers most of

the analysis.

I think one very interesting book I read was Range,

which I believe is the way the future will pan out.

Non-linear decision making can happen only when

you have an open mind and are not constrained by

what everyone thinks. My go to mantra is that the

only way you become successful is by doing things

that others don't think will be successful, and then

being successful

Another example is our investment in NurseryLive

and HomeChef. HomeChef is a recipe box delivered

to your doorstep that we sold to Kroger 2 years ago

for $700MM. NurseryLive is a plant to home

company that we've recently invested in. While they

seem different models, at the core they are both

doing the packing of perishables and shipping them

to a digitally native customer. Due to this, the two

modelshave incredible similarities and is one of the

reasons why we invested in NurseryLive.

If one wants to crack into VC industry, what

skills do you think one should work on?

For the skills - be very curious, read, meet new

people

What do you think about financial

infrastructure APIs in India like Setu?

 I think India is one of the most advanced fintech

countries globally - driven a lot by the regulators and

government bodies. I think building financial

infrastructure (or bridges) is going to be a big space.

I like the category - but it's very competitive.


